Welcome
30 years of Blaise
This week we also host the biggest IBUC ever!
More use of CAI system
Ode to Blaise  – May 10, 2007
Gaining deeper understanding
DDI and Blaise
Blaise Colectica Visual Survey Designer
By the way, I am working on a “Collection” of my own 😊
I need an electrician to fix the broken communication wiring between people, an ophthalmologist to make angry looks disappear, a doctor to spray out ears, so we listen better to each other, an artist who can paint smiles on people’s faces, a mason who will lay bricks of peace, a math teacher to explain how we can count on each other, and animals to show us the meaning of unconditional love. All this to reactivate our hearts, so we can feel and open up to each other.

Let’s make it special….TOGETHER.

Also in the next few days at this UNECE!